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Abstract
Background: A recent study has shown that it is possible to accurately estimate gestational age (GA) at birth from
the DNA methylation (DNAm) of fetal umbilical cord blood/newborn blood spots. This DNAm GA predictor may
provide additional information relevant to developmental stage. In 814 mother-neonate pairs, we evaluated the
associations between DNAm GA and a number of maternal and offspring characteristics. These characteristics
reflect prenatal environmental adversity and are expected to influence newborn developmental stage.
Results: DNAm GA acceleration (GAA; i.e., older DNAm GA than chronological GA) of the offspring at birth was
associated with maternal age of over 40 years at delivery, pre-eclampsia and fetal demise in a previous pregnancy,
maternal pre-eclampsia and treatment with antenatal betamethasone in the index pregnancy, lower neonatal birth
size, lower 1-min Apgar score, and female sex. DNAm GA deceleration (GAD; i.e., younger DNAm GA than
chronological GA) of the offspring at birth was associated with insulin-treated gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM)
in a previous pregnancy and Sjögren’s syndrome. These findings were more accentuated when the DNAm GA
calculation was based on the raw difference between DNAm GA and GA than on the residual from the linear
regression of DNAm GA on GA.
Conclusions: Our findings show that variations in the DNAm GA of the offspring at birth are associated with a
number of maternal and offspring characteristics known to reflect exposure to prenatal environmental adversity.
Future studies should be aimed at determining if this biological variation is predictive of developmental adversity.
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Background
Biomarkers of cellular aging have attracted increasing attention over the past few years. Such biomarkers hold
the potential to identify individuals who are at risk of
aging-related diseases so that they may be offered timely,
targeted preventive interventions, hopefully decades before the onset of disease. DNA methylation (DNAm) is
an epigenetic mechanism characterized by the addition
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guanine (CpG) sites on DNA. The epigenome is known
to undergo age-related changes [1–6], and specific methylated CpG sites have been strongly correlated with
chronological age in humans. Hannum et al. identified
71 CpG sites in whole blood [7], and Horvath et al. identified 353 CpG sites from multiple tissues that could
predict chronological age with high accuracy (r > 0.91).
The median absolute difference between these methylation age biomarkers and chronological age has been
shown to vary from between 2.9 and 4.9 years [8]. Epigenetic age acceleration (AA; higher epigenetic than
chronological age) has been associated with negative
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health outcomes [9–11], and a recent meta-analysis of
over 13,000 individuals has confirmed that it can predict
all-cause mortality [12].
Epidemiological studies have shown that exposure to
adverse environmental events in the prenatal period predicts increased risk of aging-related diseases [13–18].
These studies are consistent with the Developmental Origins of Health and Diseases (DOHaD) hypothesis [19],
which proposes that prenatal exposures alter developmental trajectories [19]. However, it remains unclear
whether epigenetic AA could identify individuals at birth
who were exposed to environmental adversity in the prenatal period. A recent study assessed epigenetic AA in
peripheral blood from children and adolescents based on
the Hannum and the Horvath age predictors. In this
study, epigenetic AA, which was higher in boys, was also
associated with higher maternal body mass index (BMI)
and lower maternal selenium and cholesterol levels during pregnancy, and higher birth weight of the offspring
[20]. Furthermore, epigenetic AA at birth measured in
DNA isolated from fetal cord blood was higher in the
offspring born to mothers who had smoked during pregnancy and who were delivered by cesarean section [20].
The Hannum and Horvath epigenetic age predictors
are not, however, suitable for epigenetic age estimation
using fetal cord blood. The Hannum age predictor was
based on whole blood taken from 19–101-year-old individuals [7] and the Horvath age predictor was based on
multiple tissues taken from 0–100-year-old individuals,
which includes fetal cord blood [8]. However, it should
be noted that the correlation of both predictors with
gestational age (GA) is nearly zero [20]. A recent study
generated a novel DNAm GA predictor designed specifically for use on fetal umbilical cord blood or newborn
blood spots [21]. This predictor identified methylation of
148 CpG sites that showed a strong correlation (overall
r = 0.91) with ultrasound-based GA [21]. The average
absolute difference between the predicted DNA methylation GA and GA was 1.49 weeks [21]. Using fetal umbilical cord blood samples, another recent study identified
96 and 58 CpG sites, which however correlated less
strongly with ultrasound-based (r = 0.81) and last menstrual period-based GA (r = 0.71) [22]; Only 23 of the
ultrasound- and last menstrual period-based GA predictor CpG sites overlapped [22].
In the present study, we studied the DNAm GA predictor at birth based on fetal umbilical cord blood
methylation data as developed by Knight et al. [21]. We
tested whether DNAm GA is associated with a number
of maternal and offspring characteristics known to reflect a suboptimal prenatal developmental milieu of the
offspring. These characteristics include maternal prepregnancy risk factors of pre-eclampsia and intrauterine
growth restriction, maternal pregnancy disorders,
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maternal treatment with antenatal corticosteroids, parity
and mode of delivery, as well as newborn body size at
birth, cord blood pH, and Apgar score. For comparison,
we also present these associations with the Horvath epigenetic age, which shares only six overlapping CpG sites
with the DNAm GA predictor of Knight et al. [21].

Results
The associations of maternal and neonatal characteristics with the raw DNAm GA difference (arithmetic difference between DNAm GA and GA) and with the
DNAm GA residual (the residual from a linear regression of DNAm GA on GA) were tested in 814 women
and their singleton neonates participating in the
Prediction and Prevention of Pre-eclampsia and
Intrauterine Growth Restriction (PREDO) study
(Additional file 1: Figure S1). The mean GA at birth of
this cohort was 39.76 (standard deviation (SD) 1.60; median 39.86; range 31.0–42.71) weeks, and the mean
DNAm GA at birth was 38.45 (SD 2.05; median 38.60;
range 28.50–47.13) weeks. There was a positive
correlation between the DNAm GA and GA (r = 0.51;
p < 0.0001; Fig. 1). The average absolute difference
(arithmetic difference between DNAm GA absolute
values and GA) between DNAm GA and GA was 1.78
(SD 1.41; median 1.51) weeks, and the raw mean
difference was 1.32 (SD 1.85; median 1.36; range
10.64–6.97) weeks. There was a weak negative correlation between the raw DNAm GA difference and GA

Fig. 1 Association between offspring DNAm gestational age (GA) at
birth based on cord blood methylation data and offspring chronological
ultrasound-based GA at birth.
shows regression line and 95%
confidence intervals. value refers to the significance level of
the association

